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Use Cloud Functionality to Build a Better Security Posture While
Achieving Better Business Outcomes
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Cloud Evolution to
Revolution
The information technology world is in the midst of a tectonic
shift, led by the rapid adoption of cloud computing. There’s not an
enterprise on the planet whose business model and revenue isn’t
in some way affected by the cloud. It’s disrupting every aspect of
information technology and how we architect, build, and deploy
applications, and process, store and—most importantly—
access data.

A major element of this migration is movement to business SaaS applications,
which is changing how businesses operate at their very core. Gartner predicts
that the market size of the cloud services industry will grow three times faster
than overall IT services growth, reaching $331.2 billion by 2022, with SaaS
applications accounting for $143.7 billion, or 43% of this market[1].
Just twenty short years ago, companies owned and controlled the workstations
employees worked on, which were “installed” (sometimes with a security
cable) on their stationary desks inside an office building. You owned or leased
dedicated and identifiable disk arrays that processed and stored your data.
You built your business applications. Third-party applications were procured
through a managed approach, allowing for IT, security and compliance sign-off.
Deployment, security and customization were performed by internal employees.
Your interfaces with your supply chain were performed via telephone, email, fax
or dedicated telco lines or VPNs into DMZs.
Enter the cloud, allowing for near-immediate deployment, consumptionbased pricing, user customization, API architecture supporting application-toapplication integration—and in today’s world of Internet of Things (IoT), BYOD,
remote workers and extensive business travel—global access.
This has created tremendous freedom for business functional leaders to move
at breathtaking speed to tailor applications to meet their business needs, gather
once unthought-of amounts of data and drastically improve internal and external
workflows. The ability to do more, better and faster, with consumption-based
pricing, is a business owner’s dream come true.
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Are Cloud Environments Targeted?
The flip side of that dream come true is the potential nightmare that the relative
lack of security in cloud environments and applications are injecting into
enterprise security risk. Nefarious actors know that businesses are increasingly
relying on the cloud for many of their core business functions. They also know
that most of these businesses, from the small mom-and-pop shops to leading
global organizations, are not diligent enough with the security around their
SaaS applications and cloud environments. The out-of-the-box default security
settings are inadequate and risky, lulling administrators and users into a false
sense of security. Furthermore, while the intent to understand risk, protect
the environment and respond to threats remains constant, generally accepted
compliance standards are struggling to keep up with the dynamic nature of
cloud usage.
Every news cycle includes new reports of a devastating cyberattack; from
Capital One to Facebook, some of the biggest brands on the planet have been
targeted and paid the price. In some cases, the attacks were sophisticated and
coordinated. Increasingly, they are low-tech and highly scalable.
Because of its ubiquity and relative lack of security, email is a primary entry
point for many of today’s cyberattacks, targeting users to gain access to SaaS
accounts and misconfigured IaaS environments. How far-reaching are these
business email compromise (BEC) attacks?

According to the FBI, there were over 166,000
incidents of BEC between June 2016 and July
2019 worldwide, costing affected parties over
$26 billion. In the United States over the same
period, there were more than 70,000 BEC
victims, which resulted in over $10 billion in
losses[2].
The most dangerous form of BEC is called an account takeover (ATO) attack,
where cybercriminal gains access to a victim’s account, such as cloud and
application administrators or key business personnel, to conduct fraudulent
transactions, unauthorized access or as a launching point for additional attacks.
Eighty-six percent of SecureSky Cyber Threat Center incidents in 2019 involved
ATO or tenant compromises.
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Cloud Environments Are an Easy
Target to Hit
Go to any cloud provider website and you will see claims related to the
strength of their security, privacy and compliance to data regulations of
the application. In reality, the rapid adoption of SaaS applications and
public cloud in business has created substantial concerns in
these arenas.
Many cloud providers often do not, or cannot, take full responsibility for
many security or risk controls or threat detection in client environments.
“Shared responsibility models” indicating buyer responsibility for data
integrity and confidentiality, endpoint security and account, access and
identity management are common. Through 2025, Gartner predicts that
99% of cloud security failures will be the customer’s fault.[3]
Additionally, it’s no secret that SaaS providers want you to easily buy
and adopt their product. That’s the business they are in. Their flexible,
rapid and frictionless deployment models often come with inadequate
security, privacy and compliance capabilities and default configurations.
Furthermore, many use a distribution model of selling licenses via
a channel, who have the same sales motivation and are creating an
additional false sense of security with buyers by stating they are
deploying SaaS “securely,” typically by performing a limited point-intime assessment and not thoroughly understanding the risk or attacker’s
tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs).
Finally, many SaaS providers are lagging in even allowing buyers to
add security and compliance measures. As more users understand the
“trust me” model of SaaS security does not fit their enterprise risk model,
compliance and privacy mandates, it is expected that such pressure will
force these SaaS providers to open their architecture to allow security
visibility and dynamic improvement of security controls.
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Mitigating Risk and Reacting
to Threats Isn’t Easy
Many cloud providers code their products with limited,
hidden and difficult-to-understand technology controls.
Deployment is rapid and continuous with limited or pointin-time security testing. Native security analytics, as well
as security and threat visibility, are inadequate. Threat
interoperations and controls are manual.
A major cloud selling point, the ability to quickly connect and
flow data, both inside and outside a business at lightning
speed, is also a major security concern with limited controls
and visibility.
Finally, business-managed IT is a wonderful concept until the
business owner unintentionally introduces new risk. Without
a career focus in information technology or security, it is a fallacy to
believe an accountant, human resources, sales or marketing manager
will fully understand, let alone be able to mitigate risks and react to
threats coming into the cloud environments they deploy.

Addressing the Problem Using a
Legacy Approach
Cloud environments and applications offer ease, flexibility and
functionality unimagined a few short years ago, and yet are often poorly
designed for security, privacy and compliance. They are complex to
secure and represent a very real and growing target for attackers.
Business owners are turning to their information technology or security
professionals and vendors to ask for help. Thus far, the resounding
response of the security industry has been the exact opposite of what
is needed. Doing it the old way. The way we know-how. The way things
have always been done. The way we protected our investments in
legacy on-premise-centric products.
We “bolt-on” a firewall and other products like CASB, which attempt
to make the cloud a closed and controlled network. We put agents on
devices we control. We assess risk and check configurations at a pointin-time, quarterly or annually. We create SOCs and manually respond
to threats.
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None of these things will work in the new world. Products that serve as
a gateway or filter detract from the beauty of the cloud and its promise
of application and data access and data sharing from anywhere. Risk
changes in real-time by the user, based on user behaviors and threats.
Constantly responding to threats has no end game. Making this treadmill
existence even more daunting is today’s labor shortage, which makes it
more difficult than ever to find and retain competent resources to staff
a SOC.

But We Can Learn a Few Things
from Our Past Lives
Many concepts from security and compliance frameworks such as
Forrester’s Zero Trust Networking, Gartner’s Continuous Adaptive Risk
and Trust Assessment (CARTA) and Integrated Risk Management (IRM)
are still very valid in securing the new cloud world.
Zero Trust was a response to the fact that a network perimeter security
approach alone is not enough. Network-based Zero Trust says that
users, systems or services operating inside the network must be
identified and authenticated with each system or service they are
attempting to access. In today’s environment, where there are more
users, systems or services outside an enterprise than inside, attempting
to access the cloud with more unmanaged devices than managed
devices, this concept can be modified to say that access to cloud
features and data must be consistently verified before being trusted.
CARTA expands the Zero Trust concept to add that access should
be based on context—for example, the identity of the user, the
geolocation of the requested access and the device being used. CARTA
also understands that risk assessment can no longer be performed
periodically and at a point-in-time. The concept that risk is dynamic and
needs to be assessed on an ongoing and continuous basis certainly
applies to the cloud.
IRM reiterates that risk should be assessed continuously, and that
protections should adapt to changing risk and threats. More importantly,
IRM voices that risk management should be a cultural underpinning of
a business, and the people, processes and technology should align on
aversion and mitigation of risk, as opposed to a never-ending reaction
to threats.
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A Modern Approach to
Cloud Security
If we want to truly leverage the massive power of the cloud and
SaaS applications, a new cloud-native approach, incorporating and
maturing the above concepts, must be taken.

SecureSky’s Active Protection Platform
offers continuous assessment of
risk and automated enforcement
of an organization’s hardened
security policies and configuration to
proactively reduce risk. In addition to
continuously assessing risk,
it also incorporates global
threat intelligence active
threats and the organization’s
current threat landscape to
adaptively adjust “trust”—
access, privileges and controls
within an organization’s cloud
environments.
However, applying global identity and access
restrictions based on risk and threats must be
balanced to enable the true power of cloud environments and SaaS
applications, which is allowing global access to many types of users,
systems or services. The breakthrough of the SecureSky Active
Protection Platform is its ability to surgically adapt individual or group
access and privileges based on their behaviors and the severity of
a threat, to not disrupt other users or business functions, and to
reestablish trust to the impacted user, system or service quickly to
maintain productivity and work flows.
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Active protection,
reducing the attack
surface of the
environment and
automating response,
stops the vicious
manual response cycle
many organizations find
themselves in today.

Join the Revolution
The transformational shift to cloud usage and data access isn’t going
to stop, and in fact is accelerating. This is opening new doors for
businesses, as well as hackers.
Don’t try to fight the battle in the old way. Learn from the past and
reduce your risk by continuously assessing your environments,
embracing automation and adaptively responding to current and
emerging threats.

To Get Started
1.

Speak with all business owners and make a complete inventory
of your company’s use of cloud environments. Establish a
process to maintain this visibility.

2.

Extend and modify your enterprise risk program to include
data flows and other risk factors associated with each cloud
environment, for example password, access control and
authentication policies.

3.

Leverage the available cloud-native security and compliance
controls, detection policies and response capabilities, and
augment with third-party tools and services as required.

4. Incorporate auditing of cloud environments into your company’s
logging, monitoring and detection platform and operational
processes.
5. Provide ongoing training to employees on securing cloud
environments and recognizing SaaS-based attacks, for example
phishing, business email compromise (BEC) and account
takeovers (ATO).

Establish and Evolve.

About SecureSky
SecureSky delivers a complete portfolio of
cloud security and compliance solutions to help
organizations secure their cloud applications,
services and environments. The SecureSky Active
Protection Platform delivers full visibility and realtime response to current and emerging threats across
the entire cloud stack. SecureSky also provides
security, compliance and forensic services to enable
the enterprise to defend against cybercriminals and
state-sponsored attacks.

Need some assistance?
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